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jokes Caravaggio, by whatever it is
that reddens and animates his Cupid’s face –
that wrongness, that desire. And everything is
crushed by it, forgotten in its frenzy. Music and
sculpture, manly armour – all are put aside.
Caravaggio’s Cupid stands crassly victorious
over what Lincoln called the better angels of
our nature. 

This seems the obvious interpretation of his
most shocking image – but scholars argue that
such a view is romantic and that, in fact, Cupid
is a tribute to the man who commissioned it,
a rich Roman patrician called Vincenzo
Giustiniani; the objects are therefore not vanitas
symbols but emblems of Giustiniani’s many
and laudable interests. If this were the case,
Cupid would be a very clumsy painting because
its iconography is that of melancholia, of death
and destruction, and specifically of Albrecht
Dürer’s famous Renaissance engraving Melan-
cholia I, which it echoes from the messy way
the instruments, tools and papers are scattered
around, to the dividers, to the central figure’s
wings. In the early 16th century, Parmigianino
portrayed Cupid crushing books underfoot,
casting him in the destructive role that Dürer
gave to Melancholia, as the enemy of ambition,
reason, and self-rule. Caravaggio repeats
Parmigianino’s image. The difference is that in
Caravaggio the menace is real.

How real, I only saw when my eye drifted to
Cupid’s right foot. His toenails are filthy. At the
bottom of his sculpted, Michelangelesque leg
is a foot that ends in stubby toes, reddened by
the pressure of the pose, with worn, broken,
brown nails. Those nails suddenly establish
what is really happening in the painting.
Caravaggio is painting this boy, who is
maintaining the pose even as his face creases
in laughter at the absurdity of it all. His toes are
red with the strain of pretending to be a
Michelangelo, his dirty nails betray where he
comes from – the street.

Start looking – as I did – and you will see
grotty feet everywhere in Caravaggio’s paint-
ings, the shoddy soles of people who spend
their days and nights barefoot, running or
limping through dusty city streets, selling fruit
or their bodies, begging alms. You see them in
his Madonna of the Rosary in Vienna, in which
the filthy, battered feet of the poor face us as
their humble possessors kneel and raise their
hands beseechingly towards black rosary beads
offered by the church. 

The Kunsthistorisches Museum, built in
Vienna in the last years of the Habsburg
empire, has frescos above its staircase by,
among others, Gustav Klimt, and a ceiling that
depicts The Apotheosis of the Renaissance. In
the gallery where Caravaggio’s Madonna
hangs, three marble busts above the palatial
doorways portray giants of European art. A vis-
itor is asking the attendant who the third sculp-
ture represents – he recognises Michelangelo
and Leonardo, he says, but who is the other
one? The guard says she thinks it’s Caravaggio
– a reasonable speculation as he is, for us, the
peer of the two Florentine geniuses. But it can’t
be him – it’s Velazquez – because, when this mu-
seum was built in the 19th century, Caravaggio
was a nobody, his paintings uncherished by the
collections in which they had ended up. When
those Viennese art lovers Sigmund Freud and
the young Ernst Gombrich visited this museum,
they came to look at Correggio and Tintoretto,
and above all Raphael’s Madonna of the
Meadow. Caravaggio was not on the itinerary.

In his lifetime and for 50 years after it, things
had been better for him. The Madonna of the

º The Madonna of the Rosary (1606-7) 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna

In this flawed painting, Caravaggio cannot
bring himself to do what is required and
paint like a baroque confectioner
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Rosary migrated from Rome to Vienna via Hab-
sburg-ruled Antwerp, for whose Dominican
church it was bought in the early 17th century by
a group of Flemish artists led by Pieter Paul
Rubens as an example of the style of this man
they considered a painter’s painter. Caravaggio
influenced the course of European art decisively:
Rubens took his message to all the courts where
he worked; the Utrecht painters Gerrit van Hon-
thorst and Hendrick ter Brugghen saw his work
in Italy and took the style home to the Nether-
lands where it inspired Vermeer and Rem-
brandt; his low-life scenes were imitated by the
young Velazquez in Spain, and even the French
classicist Poussin learned something about
shadows from him. In Italy, he was pastiched by
Guercino and Guido Reni, and most brilliantly
by Bernini in The Ecstasy of Saint Teresa, the
source of whose dodgy mixture of sex and reli-
gion is betrayed by the distinctly Caravaggesque
angel who pierces the saint so sensually with a
spear. Caravaggism even reached Britain, where
his follower Orazio Gentileschi worked for
Charles I – so that a self-portrait by Orazio’s
today more renowned daughter and fellow
Caravaggista, Artemisia, remains in the Royal
Collection. Then, in the 18th and 19th centuries,
this star was forgotten, despised. Neoclassicists
agreed with Poussin, who said in horror of
Caravaggio’s base realism: this man set out to
destroy art.

The Madonna of the Rosary was the second
Caravaggio that Rubens was responsible for con-
veying to northern Europe; the other is The
Death of the Virgin, which hangs in the Grand
Galerie of the Louvre and stops you in your
tracks as you walk past all the Raphaels in the
greatest corridor of Italian art outside Italy.
When its creator was still alive in the 1600s,
Rubens, then a young artist learning his profes-
sion in Italy, persuaded the Duke of Mantua to
buy The Death of the Virgin. A couple of decades
later, Charles I bought the Mantuan collection,
and Caravaggio’s painting came to London.
After Charles was executed in 1649, it was sold,
like other works in Charles’s collection; Louis
XIV bought it, and today it is in Paris.

T
he reason both these church
altarpieces could be obtained
by Rubens is that both were
rejected by the Roman reli-
gious bodies that commis-
sioned them. Caravaggio, as
his more pious fans cannot
stop insisting, painted

altarpieces for some of the most sacred spaces in
Italy, including St Peter’s Basilica. But he also had
a very high failure rate, with one great painting
after another rejected as unworthy of Christ’s
house. The work he did for St Peter’s, the
Madonna dei Palafrenieri, only hung there for a
few days before it was removed. Today it is in the
Borghese Gallery. Caravaggio makes Mary a very
mortal mother, helping her son to crush a snake
underfoot. Their toes, too, are toughly realistic. 

The Madonna of the Rosary in Vienna is a
clue to Caravaggio’s relationship with the
Catholicism of his time. Ignored in his current
popularity, it was left out of the exhibition in
Naples and London, even though it was painted
at the same time as The Seven Works of Mercy
in 1606-7. By anyone’s standards it is flawed. 

In the room in the Kunsthistorisches
Museum that does not have a bust of him above
its door, two paintings are attributed to
Caravaggio. There is a David and Goliath – but
though the museum claims this as a Caravaggio,
it’s more likely a work by one of his followers,
that gang of Caravaggisti. It’s just not

ª Madonna di Loreto (c1603-6)
Cavaletti chapel, San Agostino, Rome

The pilgrims look more like beggars. 
He painted the people – and they loved 
him for it
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